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PREFACE
PERT, an acronym derived from the words IlProgram Evaluation and Review
Technique,1l is a technique designed principally to serve as an aid in the
schedule planning and analysis of complex, one-of-a-kind operations. It
has been used at NASA/LaRC for more than 20 years. The purpose of this
paper is to discuss how PERT works, and how it is used, emphasizing its
strengths and weaknesses, based on its use by NASA/LaRC personnel. It has
been written primarily to serve as a reference guide for personnel performing
project planning and control functions and technical personnel whose respon-
sibilities either include schedule planning and control or require a general
knowledge of this subject area.
HISTORY/CURRENT STATUS
PERT was used initially during the late 1950's to plan and control the
construction of major facilities (such as chemical plants) and the develop-
ment of weapons systems such as Polaris. It was used extensively by NASA
during the 1960's--the Il catch-up ll years in the space program--when an ex-.
tremely high value was placed on schedule accomplishment/acceleration. In
subsequent years, the use of PERT, or similar techniques such as the Critical
Path Method (CPM), continued at a high level, in part because of an increased
awareness of the cost implications of schedule performance; and PERT continues
to be used in various forms by a large number of companies/agencies in in-
dustry and government. It has passed the test of time. More pointedly, there
are now sufficient empirical results of its usage that it is possible to
make a reliable assessment of its value for various applications.
HOW PERT WORKS
Reduced to its simplest form, the PERT technique uses a network~type
model which includes (1) the end product(s) of an effort or project; e.g.,
an instrument or spacecraft (2) schedule dates for the start and completion
of the total effort, (3) the activities or tasks that must be performed
successfully in order to complete the effort (4) the estimated time required
to complete each activity, and (5)the sequential relationships of these ac-
tivities; i.e., which specific activities must be started or completed before
other specific activities can be started or completed. The PERT technique,
using this model, can produce several types of analyses that have value for
purposes of schedule planning, analysis, control and reporting. These include
(but are not limited to): (1) identification of the sequential path of
activities which reflects the longest estimated time to complete, (2) iden-
tification of all other sequential paths of activities, (3) the estimated
start and completion dates of all activities, and (4) the amount of slack or
float in each discrete path of activities, based on the schedule dates for
the start of the total effort and either the schedule date for completion of
the total effort or specified schedule dates for the completion of a certain
activity(ies) or event(s).
Appendix A contains an example of a simplified PERT network. It con-
tains all of the essential information necessary to determine the above-noted
information. Using the estimated times (normally expressed in weeks) for the
2completion of each activity, and assuming a date for the commencement of the
total effort (September 1, 1981), the model represented by the network pro-
vides the means for determining the expected completion date of each activity.
This is accomplished by adding cumulatively the time estimates for those ac-
tivities which are dependent sequentially; i.e., which must be performed
in series, and then calculating the expected completion date for each activity
based on the longest time span from the start of the total effort up to and
including that specific activity. For example, there are two paths which
lead to Event No. 9--1,2,4,7,9, and 1,2,3,5,7,9. As indicated in the example,
the cumulative estimated time to complete Event No.9; i.e., all of the
logically precedent activities, is nine (9) weeks. Therefore, the estimated
completion date of Activity J (or Event No.9) is November 3, 1981, nine
weeks after September 1, 1981 (the start date of the total effort). If a
scheduled completion date for the overall effort is assumed (January 15, 1982
in the example), it is also possible to determine the latest date that each
activity could be completed without causing late completion of the total
effort, assuming the network is a valid model of the remaining activities.
For example, after completion of Activity J, there are two paths to the
completion of the overall effort (Event No. 12)-- 9,11,12, and 9,10,11,12.
The latter is, of course, the longer path; it is estimated to take five (5)
weeks to accomplish. Therefore, the latest completion date of Activity J
which will support the scheduled completion date for the total effort is
December 11, 1981 -- five (5) weeks prior to the scheduled completion date.
These examples illustrate the two basic calculations used in PERT.
METHOD OF OPERATION: MANUAL OR COMPUTER
PERT can be performed manually or by computer. It is feasible to per-
form manually the above-discussed calculations for a very small network;
i.e., one containing no more than fifty (50) activities. Rarely would it
be feasible to use a manual approach on a network with as many as 200 ac-
tivities. One hundred activities are ~sed often as a rule-of-thumb for deter-
mining which approach is more feasible--manual or computer'. However, there
are several factors other than the number of activities which should be con-
sidered when making this decision, including: (1) complexity of the network,
(2) importance of accuracy, (3) importance of timely and/or frequent output,
(4) number of times that the network will be updated or revised, and (5)
availability (and cost) of the alternative resources-- human and computer.
The use of a computer becomes more attractive, compared to the manual approach,
when (1) a network contains a high percentage of dissimilar. interrelated
activities (2) the schedule analyses must be very accurate; e.g., when the
results affect contractual dates or the scheduling of a major test facility,
(3) results of analyses are needed very soon after receipt of input data,
(4) the network will be updated or revised many times, and (5) appropriate
computer hardware and software, and personnel trained as to use of the com-
puter approach, are available.
COMPUTER-GENERATED REPORTS
PPARS, the NASA/LaRC computer program for performing PERT calculations,
is also capable of producing a wide variety of reports in both tabular and
graphic form. The principal reports used show either all or selected activi-
ties sorted as follows: (1) chronologically, by expected completion or
expected start dates; (2) by amount of slack - each discrete schedule
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path is shown in the sequence in which the activities are to be performed;
and (3) by organization - each activity to be performed by a certain or-
ganization or for which a certain person isresponsible is shown (the se-
quence of these activities can be by amount of slack or expected completion
date) .
Appendixes B. through G are examples of the principal reports generated
by the NASA/LaRC PPARS Program. It should be noted that these examples
do not necessarily show all of the information contained in the actual re-
ports. Examples of tabular and bar charts reports sorted by expected com-
pletion date are shown in Appendixes B and C~ Appendix 0 - contains four
variations of reports listing activities expected to either start or be
completed during a certain period. Appendixes B, C, and 0 are used extensively by
project personnel and the schedule analyst to review the status of current
and near-term activities. Appendix E is an example of a project master
schedule in tabular format which contains selected activities or events listed
by expected completion date. This report, which is also available in barchart
format, is very effective for management reporting.
Appendix F is an example of a report containing all of the activities
in a PERT network sorted by the amount of positive or negative slack. The
report groups the activities comprising a discrete path and lists the
activities chronologically by expected completion dates. This report is
very important to the schedule analyst in assessing the project schedule
or making modifications to the existing PERT schedule. It is also a handy
source of important schedule information for project management.
Appendix G is an example of a report containing all of the activities
in a PERT network which have been identified by a specific "organization"
code. The activities are listed by expected completion date. This report
is used extensively to provide project personnel information regarding the
work they are involved in without having to extract that data from reports
containing all of the activities in the PERT network. Similar reports
sorted by paths of criticality are also available.
There are other types of schedule reports which can be produced by PPARS
that are used in special situations. However, the above-described reports
are the basic reports which are used on almost all projects.
TYPES OF EFFORTS ON WHICH PERT IS EFFECTIVE
The two biggest users of PERT are the construction and the aerospace
research and development industries. The characteristics of the efforts in
these industries on which PERT has been used extensively are worth noting.
Generally, such efforts have involved: (1) either a single or a limited
number of tangible end products, (2) one-of-a-kind overall design, (3)
high cost, (4) many interrelated activities, (5) more than one organization,
(6) a period of performance of several months or longer, and (7) a scheduled
completion date which is considered an important commitment.
The above-listed characteristics are valid indicators as to whether PERT
would be an effective tool for use in the schedule planning and control of
a parti cul ar effort.
4TYPES OF EFFORTS ON WHICH PERT IS NOT EFFECTIVE
PERT is not effective under certain conditions. For the most part,
these conditions are the converse of the above-listed items. For example,
PERT would not be cost effective for the scheduling of a typical
production-line type of operation. Even in the aerospace R&D environment
there are some efforts on which PERT is not effective. Two types of efforts
which fall under this category warrant special comment. First, there
are many basic research efforts which are "planned" only as the results
of on-going efforts become known so that there is seldom, if ever, an
identifiable schedule plan for future activity. Therefore, the essential
elements for PERT do not exist. Second, there are low priority efforts
which are only worked intermittently when the necessary labor and/or fa-
cilities are available. In theory, PERT could be used for the latter type
of effort if valid, timely input could be obtained regarding the external
conditions which affect the schedule for a given project. However, in pra-
tice this is rarely feasible.
PERT AS A SCHEDULE PLANNING TOOL
The PERT technique generally has earned high grades as a planning tool.
The PERT network explicitly shows the interdependencies of the activities
comprising the planned effort, and the PERT calculations reflect these in-
terdependencies. On simple efforts that are well known to the responsible
individual(s) a simpler type of schedule; e.g., a Gantt or milestone chart,
might serve equally well. However, in the planning of a complex, one-of-
a-kind type effort, the discrete identification of interdependencies and
their schedule impacts are important. These features of PERT have even
greater value when different organizations within a company or more than one
company are involved in the effort. Project personnel can use the network
and reports reflecting the results of PERT calculations to develop and review
the work plan. In practice, the development of an original baseline schedule
or major schedule revision usually entails several iterations. At appropriate
times in the process the plan(s) under consideration is (are) "tested"
by PERT; i.e., changes in logic and/or time estimates are made, and PERT
calculations are then made to determine the schedule impact of these changes.
The end result of this process should be the adoption of a logic flow plan
which is understood by all key personnel and is acceptable to all individuals
who are responsible for tasks. It is important to recognize that this
plan might not be the only reasonable approach to performing the project or
effort. It can best be described as an optimal plan at a point in time which
is to be the baseline for all future planning unless project management
approves a deviation(s).
It is important that the right personnel are made a part of the process
which results in a schedule baseline plan or subsequent revisions. There
is no one simple way to state who the right people are. However, at a
minimum they must have: (1) knowledge of the work to be done and what is
required of other organizations for their own organization to do its job, (2)
responsibility for the work or at least the scheduling of the work, and
•
5(3) the ability and desire to think in terms of the overall project schedule
and not limit their thinking strictly to their own area(s) of responsibility.
The PERT technique will not be effective for planning purposes-- or any
other constructive purpose--unless people are involved who meet these re-
quirements.
PERT AS A SCHEDULE ANALYSIS TOOL
The PERT technique is generally regarded as an excellent tool for ana-
lyzing the schedule status/outlook of a complex effort. As previously dis-
cussed, it can readily identify the amount of slack in various schedule
paths. It is the rule rather than the exception for many schedule options
to be considered and a number of significant changes to be made during the
operational phase of a project. PERT can be a real asset by helping to
bring about a common understanding of the schedule implications of these
options and changes so that project personnel may take appropriate actions
in a timely manner. It can quickly reflect the impact of the late comple-
tionof an activity on all the activities which are schedule dependent on
it. In addition the network feature of PERT provides visibility as to such
impacts and facilitates the identification of schedule options.
Although not major limitations, the PERT technique does have two limit-
ing features as an analysis tool which warrant comment. One is due to the
fact that a PERT network reflects only one way of accomplishing an effort,
whereas in practice there is usually at least one reasonable alternative
approach. For example, the network for the construction of a building might
show all of the plumbing work being completed prior to the start of elec-
trical work as this might have been considered the optimal plan at one point
in time, although it was also recognized that much of this work could be
done simultaneously if this was necessary from the standpoint of the overall
job schedule. It is possible that delays then could be encountered causing
the PERT calculations to indicate the job would not be completed on time.
In such a case, the analyst must be careful to explain the meaning of the
PERT results; i.e., explaining that the PERT expected completion date is
predicated on the plumbing and electrical work being done in series in accor-
dance with the baseline plan. The analyst would be remiss if he did not
also state that some of this work could be performed in parallel, indicating
the expected completion date of the total job if this change was made to
the baseline plan. This example illustrates the principle that PERT results
must be interpreted in the context of what is known by the analyst and, per
se, do not constitute a complete schedule analysis.
There is also a potential for error in PERT calculations which should
be noted. This is due to the fact that the time estimates for the activities
comprising the network are expressed by a single number; e.g., 10 weeks,
which is usually thought of as a median average; i.e., the chances are equal
that a IO-week activity will be completed in less than or more than 10 weeks.
This type of time estimate does not take into consideration the range of
possible outcomes from a probabilistic standpoint. Experience to date with
a schedule analysis technique which incorporates a probabilistic expression
of activity time, viz., QGERT, has shown that in some cases a somewhat
different expected completion date for a complex effort will be obtained
than that obtained using PERT. QGERT results indicate that PERT calculations
6tend to be slightly optimistic for highly complex efforts. I do not believe
that the results obtained by QGERT or any other schedule analysis tool
indicate that PERT results are invalid. However, the user of PERT should
be aware of the possibility that PERT could be producing a somewhat optimistic
expected completion date for the above discussed reason.
PERT AS A SCHEDULE CONTROL TOOL
PERT has been used effectively as a schedule control tool, but there
have been many cases where its usefulness for this purpose has been strongly
challenged, especially when the cost of operating a computer-augmented PERT
system is considered.
PERT has been an effective tool for controlling the schedules of many
LaRC in-house R&D projects. As a general rule, the PERT networks on such
efforts have been developed either by or with the active participation of
the technical leads who' are responsible for subareas of the project. A
schedule analyst coordinates the development and prepares the appropriate
computer input for operation of the PPARS program. During the operational
phase of the project the same personnel are involved. The network is updated
frequently and there is open discussion as to status, plans and problems.
The PERT reports generated by PPARS as a result of these meetings usually
do not contain any surprises, but rather serve to confirm the effects of
any changes made at the meeting; i. e., the report contains the expected
completion dates agreed upon at the meeting, which then become the commitment
dates for the responsible technical leads.
The use of PERT for the schedule control of contractual efforts differs
widely from the above-described mode on LaRC in-house R&D projects. And
the results obtained by various contractors also vary widely. The major R&D
contractors in the aerospace industry have developed schedule control
systems over the years which best suit their operations. As a general rule
these systems are closely integrated with their other management control
systems, especially with their financial control systems. As a consequence,
a contractor's schedule control system is usually structured in the way he
controls his costs, issues authorizations, maintains manpower records, etc.
Generally, it will follow his organization structure. When a contractor
undertakes a major R&D contract effort, he normally establishes a project team
to manage the effort. The team, in turn, develops II mi ni contracts II with
various organizations of the company to perform certain activities or tasks.
These work contracts are written up in detail in accordance with the com-
pany's mode of operation. However, the end product is the same- each or-
ganization which has work to perform under the NASA contract receives a
budget authorization to perform the work specified in his IImini contract II and
assumes responsibility for completing that work not just within budget but
also in accordance with an agreed upon schedule. The individual organizations
then integrate this work into their total work plans. It is important to
note that an individual organization's optimal schedule will often not be
the same as the project team's optimal schedule. The organization seeks
maximum flexibility in scheduling its tasks in support of a particular pro-ject, whereas the project office wants these tasks performed in accordance
with a schedule which will minimize risks from a total project standpoint.
As a result of this difference in orientation, a medium or high level
schedule of the organization's activities is usually negotiated. In some
7cases it will be only a schedule commitment for the completion of the task.
A certain member{s) of the project team monitors the progress of the
various organizations vis-a-vis the negotiated schedule date{s). This sur-
veillance is the project team's principal means of statusing the overall
schedule. When they feel that the schedule in a certain area is in jeopardy,
they attempt to work the problem with the responsible organization, and
if unsuccessful, report the situation to the project manager. The project
manager will then work the problem at a management level. It is important
to note that the technical leads and the schedule specialist in the ~r­
forming organizations typically would not use PERT on a regular basis. They
would most likely work with detailed bar chart type schedules, possibly
supplemented by lists of subtasks and dates for performance thereof. How-
ever, the project team member{s) monitoring the project schedule will often
assess the schedule impact of a real or potential delay by reference to a
project level PERT network reflecting the interdependencies of all major
task areas. This assessment will often help to determine the options which
are available, and will provide the project manager with relevant information
for his use in working the problem, if that is necessary. In summary, PERT
is normally not used directly by contractors in their day-to-day control
of detailed schedules maintained by performing organizations, but is often
used effectively in analyses of a project level schedule.
PERT AS A TOOL FOR MONITORING CONTRACTOR SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE
PERT has been used effectively by NASA/LaRC in many instances to obtain
the visibility of a contractor's schedule performance and plans which is
necessary to properly manage a contractual effort. However, several con-
ditions are necessary in order for PERT to be effective for this purpose.
First, the contractor's PERT schedule must be an integral part of his pro-ject schedule control system, although it does not have to be his lowest
level schedule. As mentioned earlier, contractor's often use PERT at a
project level as a schedule planning and control tool. Under these con-
ditions PERT can be used very effectively to meet NASA/LaRC reporting re-
quirements. As a general rule the level of detail in the PERT schedule
required by NASA/LaRC should not exceed the level required by the contractor's
project team to maintain schedule control. The best arrangement is one
whereby the contractor uses the same PERT schedule as he submits to NASA/
LaRC. It is important that NASA/LaRC not require PERT reporting at such a low
level of detail as to be very costly due to the ineffective methods the
contractor must take to provide such data~ i.e., his project schedule control
personnel must convert low level schedules into PERT format and continuously
update these schedules.
In order for PERT to be used effectively for reporting contractor
schedule status and plans to NASA the following requirement must be satisfied:
the contractor must assign personnel who understand PERT to the effort and
make an organizational commitment to maintain a valid PERT schedule. In
many instances NASA/LaRC has provided assistance to contractors to enable
them to implement a PERT-type schedule reporting system. In some instances
the NASA/LaRC PPARS Program, and assistance in the use of that program has
been provided which has made it possible for contractors to use this
program on their own computers. In other cases, NASA/LaRC has done all
of the computer processing at LaRC's computer complex, using contractor
8input and providing appropriate output to the r~spective contra~tors.
A note of caution-- when the above types of asslstance are provlded
NASA/LaRC project personnel should not endorse the use of a schedule
reporting system which is not fully integrated with the contractor's
internal schedule control system.
PERT AS A SCHEDULE REPORTING TOOL
As previously discussed, the NASA/LaRC PPARS system can provide a
wide variety of reports which reflect PERT calculations. The types of re-
ports shown in the Appendixes have been used very successfully in pro-
viding members of a project team, higher management and personnel of other
participating organizations with timely, relevant schedule information
concerning both contractor and LaRC in-house efforts. It is recommended
that a distribution list be established for various reports based on the
needs of various personnel, and that this list be adhered to. If this is
done, the recipients will quickly become familiar with the reports and be
inclined to make more use of them.
Certain computer-generated bar charts, such as the one shown in Appendix
C, are well suited for reporting project schedule status to higher manage-
ment. The use of such reports for reporting to higher management is highly
recommended as they are directly traceable to the project schedule base-
line. Therefore, if management requires additional schedule information
in a certain subarea such information can be provided very quickly from
the same data base as the one which generated the original management report.
SUMMARY
The PERT technique is an effective tool for the schedule planning of
complex, one-of-a-kind type efforts (or projects).
The use of a computer-program for producing PERT calculations and re-
ports generally becomes cost effective when the number of activities in
the schedule network is in the 100-200 range, and is almost always required
when the number of activities exceeds 200.
During the operational phase of complex, one-of-a-kind type efforts,
PERT is an effective tool for analyzing the status/outlook of such efforts
vis-a-vis a baseline schedule. However, caution must be exercised in using
the results of PERT calculations since the results obtained are based on
only one approach to doing the remaining tasks, viz. the schedule baseline,
whereas alternate approaches might be feasible. PERT results, per se, do
not constitute a schedule analysis, but rather should be viewed as data
for making a schedule analysis which takes into consideration all that is
known regarding the schedule~ e.g., planned changes, potential problems, etc.
The effective use of PERT as the day-to-day schedule for controlling
an effort is not wide-spread. Generally such use has been limited to
situations where all of the technical leads work in close proximity to each
other and there are few organizational constraints on the work schedule.
Under these conditions, the technical leads are able to meet frequently
•9
and integrate their near-term work plans using inputs from each other .. This
is the typical mode of operation for NASA/LaRC in-house R&D projects,
and PERT has been used effectively for many years for the schedule control
of such efforts.
Contractors rarely use PERT as the lowest level schedule for control
purposes. However, PERT is frequently used effectively by contractors
at the project level, where schedule specialists develop and maintain an in-
tegrated schedule reflecting the efforts of many different organizations~
PERT schedules at this level have also been used effectively in many instances
as the basis for schedule reporting to NASA/LaRC.
Some computer programs, including NASA/LaRC's PPARS system, are capable
of producing excellent schedule reports of PERT data for use by members
of the project team and reporting to management.
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535- 10 535- 15 UPDATE REPORT CAl T'Iq WHEel MECH PARTS P 4.0 06122181 OS/Z0/fl1 -4.4 0
.'" Z
~35-1l0 535-115 UPDATE REPORT CYOpoFR "'ECHPARTS P 4.0 06/22/81 05/06/P1 -6.4 0 .ll Z
535-215 535-220 UPDATE IlEPORT GAS CH M"'CH..PARTS I' 3.0 07/07/P1 07110/ fl 1 .6 0 2.8 Z
:::t>
"t:l
"t:l
I'T1
-:z -
0
-X
co
PREO suet RCTIIIITY DESCRIPTION
REPORT DATE' JUN 16. 61
81
REPORT
PAGE
SOLID LINE - EXPECTED COMPLETION DATE
BROKEN LINE - ALLONEO COMPLETION DATE
82
L ,/
~::::::: :-;-
~
"l'T1:z
o
......
X
("')
::~.::::::::~::~::::l::::::- ::::::::: :::::~::.:.:::::::. ::::::::: .:.::::t::::::~::.~:.
_ .J _ _
;~~=~~~ ;~~=~~; ~~~~~ ~~ :~~~~~O~~C~E~~R~~RTS ~"","==. ..,..--
526-~00 526-Q05 PLACE PO INTEG HOW "ECH PRRTS ......,
526-700 526-705 PLRCE PO 3UN SENSOR MECH PRRTS ......,
___~;~~_~~~ ;;~~_~~;_u;:~~~_;~!~~~;~~!_~~~~~_~~~~~~_;~;;~ __mu-bn-~:~~~-:--1----n:----I--------- ----
535-100 535-105 PLACE PO CHOPPER MECH PARTS 2::::::::' ~- .....,
~~;=;~~ ~~;=;:; ~~~~~~: ;~~I~~E~~~H"~~~T~RRTS I f::::~: i<;~~-~~;----;;~~-:-;~----~;~~~-;-;;~~-;;-;~;~;,:~;~:~~~~~;~~-;;----------f--------- -~;~;~ ~----~-T:---- ----
535-205 535-210 UPDATE REPORT GAS (H ME(H PARTS I -- ---- ,
535-305 535-310 UPDATE REPORT RADIO"ETER MECH PARTS , .- -'---.'
.J~;_=_~~t.J~;~_~_~;__~~~~~J.t~if?~~_;!t~~_:l~S:~I~H:~~~~: ~--------- -~-~~~f~~~-~-- _
535- 5 535- 10 llPO~TE REPORT C~LIBf( WHEEL MECH PRRTS I [7.::.:: '~';';'n~-.
535-105 535-110 UPDATE REPORT CHOPPER MECH PARTS I L.~Z:::= ..~~ .. ~ .....
526-310 526-315 UPDATE REPORT GIMBAL "ECH PARTS I _ "--------- •
S26-'110 526-1115 UPD~TE REPORT INTEG HDW MECHf'RRT5 ... .;.;....;_._, I __ _ f '
526-705 526-710 STATUS REPORT I I I 1 "--------- ---------- ---'
···~~:l···j~!·;;i···~tljf:~l~:~~~f;~~~~"·· ···I·········I········t~=t······· ..+.. .. ·········1·················1········ .---m~-~~~----~~~~~-~~----~~~rf-~/!ft-~~ ;~~-~~~~~~-::~~~-~~~~~-~~-- ------+-- --- __ oj' ~.....~.+.I.........I' 'I· ····1·················[· ~.......I·········I········
526-710 520-"99 RECEIVE "ECH PART, SUN SENSO' I "1 I ":::::re;-··:·;~··::;:!··:i1;:!~~;ji~1;:~::::·I·········1!---------~II---------l~=~~~ ~~ ~--1---:~~~:-:~- --------- I ..1
j
..1.. 1
1
--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
535-320 S35-:SJ IiECEIVE ME(H F'F1RTS RRDIOMETER I I 1 L:::::- .. . _,
___~;~_:_~~~ m~m ~~~;I~~:;i~_~~~;~~~;:~:I~~~?;:~~:: __(_o:: r j ~---------L------ -u-~~ ~!M:~::------r--------- ---------4--------- :~~-_-~~~~~ ~ --------------------[1--------- .J
526-3'-5 ~26-n3 REeEI liE MECH f'I=lRTS-C.IMBRL ! I . i I ~ I gg I ' ~:::~7 !
55Q-Q20 53~-~99 RECEIVE MECH PARTS AfT OPTICS I I I I ::::f-::::::-' I
535- 20 S~5- 3'3 RECEI .....E MECH PART'; CAL WHEEL 1 .. _-- ------- z , , I
535-120 535-133 RECEIVE ME(H P~RTS (HOPfER I I I 1 [,;~ ::::: :::':-_.Cf====V I I
532- 10 532- 15 R33Y PRII1ARr MIRROR I I 'I L_'" D7: I
53Q-610 53H20 PRE ASSY CLEANING OF 2 MOO ASSY COMP ii, ~:~:::::::;: I~~~=6;~ ~;~=6~~ :~;v"~~; ;~~~~~N. OF OPTIC, UNIT I I I I T----n- ::e;' ='!E:;~lm;11E;:~~1~;1~:;~;;··t············I··l~':.:~j-·········,;~t·;·~I·····j'---------, ---------11---------
___~~~_=__E m~)t __!.~~~~_~~~~t~I~~?:_~~~~~_~ --------------I! j ~---------L------.L--- --+------::I_::::~~-- :~---------+---------L j-------------------J--------J--------- ---------1--------- _
532- 50 532- 10 P.3SY CRLI8R WHEEL : I L_ -------~ ! I
532- 55 532- 70 A3SY GAS CHANNEL MODULE I! ::::::y II I
532- 60 532- 65 ASSY RAO I OMETER I' I' ----,
532- 65 532- 70 RLIGN RROIOMET£R ~3-'
53~-620 53~-699 PRE ASSY CLEANING Of 3 MOO ASSY COMP :: -::::::-;-
RUN 1
~ASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTE~
PROJECT PLANNING ANALYSIS & REPORTING SYSTE~
REPORT 21 DATF O~ THIS REPORT IS
..
PPARS 1.1.A.l
pA G~ 1
6116181
~Y ACTIVITIES DUE FOR COHPLETIO~ T~RU REPORT DATE.(06/17/B11
N~TWOQK TEST HORNS
EVENT PLOT ACTIV. CO~PLETIry~ DATE
pp~. SUC. ACTIVITY DESCPIPTTON CODE TI~E EXPFCTE~ ALLOWEO
onE
SCHD/ACT.
RE- TIHE QRGAN-
SLACK SOURCE RE'1. IlA TI O"l
526-200
526-300
~26-400
52':--700
534-400
535- 0
535-100
~35-200
53~-300
526-305
526-405
';35-205
535-305
526-205
~14-405
535- 5
535.-105
526-310
~26-410
535-nO
535-310
526-205
526-305
526-405
526-705
534-405
535- 5
535-105
535-205
·535-305
526-310
526-410
535-210
535-310
526-210
534-410
535- 10
535-110
526-315
526-415
535-215
535-315
PLACE PO TELESCOPF ~~CH PA~TS
PLACE PO GIM~AL ~EC4 P&OT$
PLACE PO INTEG HOW ~ECH PARTS
PLACE PO SUN SENSOR ~ECH PAoTS
PLACE POI AFT JPTICS ~ECH PA~T$
PLACE PO CAlI~R WHEEL ~EC4 PARTS
PLACE PO CHOPPER ~EC4 PARTS
PLACE PO GAS CH MECH PA~TS
PLACE PO RADIOMETER ~ECH PARTS
UPDATE REPORT GI~8Al ~ECH PARTS
UPDATE REPORT INTEG HOW ~ECH PARTS
UPDATE REPORT GAS ~4 ~ECY PARTS
UPDATE REPORT RAOIOHETER ~ECH PARTS
UPDATE PEPORT TELESCOPE ~ECH PARTS
UPDATE PEPORT AFT OPTICS ~ECH PARTS
UPDATE REPORT CALIRR w4F~l MECH PARTS
UPDATE REPORT CHOPPER ~ECH PARTS
UPDATE REPORT GIM8AL "'fCY PARTS
UPOATE REPORT INTEG HOW ~ECH PARTS
UPDATE REPORT GAS CH ~ECY PARTS
UPDATE REPORT RADIOMET~R ~FC4 PARTS
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
4.0 04/17181
4.0 04/17/81
4.0 04/17/1'1
4.0 04/17/81
4.0 04/17/"1
4.0 04/17/81
4.0 041171"1
4.0 04117/81
4.0 04/17/81
4.0 05110;/81
4.0 05115/111
4.0 05/15/81
4.0 05/15/81
5.0 05f2?/R1
5.0 05/?<'IH
5.0 OS/22181
5.0 OS/22/1'11
4.0 06/15/n
4.0 06/15/Rl
4.0 06/H/Pl
4.0 06115/"1
03/04/81
08/07/81
03/041111
O'H04/"1
03/H/"1
03111'/1'1
03/04/Pl
04/221"1
04/221fl1
00/04fl'l1
04/01/81
05/20/fll
05/20/e1
04/0llfRI
04/221n
04/221 f!1
04/0"/"1
10/05/111
041Z'H1'11
06/1fl/"1
0')/18/81
-6.4
15.6
-6.4
19.6
-4.4
-4.4
-6.4
.6
.6
15.6
-6.4
.6
.1>
- .... 4
-4.4
-4.4
-6.4
15.6
-6.4
.6
.6
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
-P.2
-P..2
-e.2
-e.2
-fl.2
-e.2
-e.2
-8.2
-8.2
-4.2
-4.2
-4.2
-4.2
-3.2
-3.2
-3.2
-3.2
-.2
-.2
-.2
-.2
1
L
7.
9
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
l
1
Z
Z
Z
Z
7.
Z
L
Z
Z
1
-v.J
NASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CFNTED PPARS 1.1.A.1
PROJECT PLANNING ANALYSIS & RFPORTING SYS TE'l PAGE 2
RUN 1 REPORT 21 DATE OF PHS REPORT IS ~/16/R1
3Y ACTIVITIES DUE FOR CO'1PLETIO"l '~TEO RFPIJRT DATE THIIU NEXT REPOR T DATE.C06/18/81 - 07/17/~1)
NFTWOllK TEST HORNS
EVE"lT lOLOT ACTIV. COP'PlETIIJ"l DATE DATE RE- TIM£ 1RG&N-
PllF. SUC. ACTIVITY OESCRIPT[QN CODE TIME EXPECTED ALLOWED ~CHD/ACT. SLACK SOURC!; RE"1. IZATIOJol
526-210 526-215 UPDATE REPORT TELFSC'lPE '1I:CH PARTS P 4.0 06/72181 05/06/~1 -6.4 0 .~ Z
526-705 526-710 STATUS REPORT P 9.0 06/22/"1 11110/81 lq.~ I) .8 9
534-410 534-415 UPDATE REPORT AFT OPTICS MECH PUTS P 4.0 06/22181 05120/'11 -4.4 0 .8 Z
535- 10 535- 15 UPDATf REPORT C' LI 1111 WHI'':L MECH PARTS P 4.0 06/22181 0'H20/~1 -4.4 0 .8 Z
~ 35-110 535-115 UPDATE REPORT CHOPPER "'EC4 PARTS P 4.0 0"/22181 05/06/81 -6.4 0 .8 Z
535-215 535--220 UPDATE REPORT GA S CH ME C'i PARTS P 3.0 07/07/81 07/10/81 .6 0 2.8 Z
5::15-315 535-320 UPDATE REPORT RAI'lIOM':TFR "ECH PARTS P 3.0 07/07/"1 07/10/1'1 .~ 0 2.8 Z
526-315 526-320 UPOATE PEPORT GT"'RAl "'ECY PARTS P 4.0 07/14/81 11103/1'1 15.6 0 3.8 l
»
N "'U
"'U
0
,."
:z:
-
-!'I C ~
--l=:> X
C
•~A~A - L4NGLFY RESEARCH C.NTEQ
PQ~J~CT PLANNINr, ANALYSIS & RfPOQTIN~ SYSTF~
PPAOS 1.1.A.1
PAGE 3
1 REPORT 21 ~ATE OF THIS REPORT IS 6/16/81
ay ACTIVITIES DUE TO STAqT FROM LAST R~PORT DATE THRU REPORT OATf./05/22/81 - 06/17/81)
NETw~~K TEST HORNS
EVENT PLOT ACTIV. ~TART ~ATF nATE
P~E. SUC. ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION CODE TIME FXPECTED ALLOWED SC~D/ACT.
RF- TI~E nRGAN-
SliCK snURC. QE~. IZATION
RECIEVE MECH INTEG P'RTS p o
~
\J
~ \J
~
0 ~ ......
~ CJ ~
~
~ ><
CJ
1~aSA - LA~r.LEY RESEapCH CENTEP
PQaJ~CT ~lANNING ANALYSIS & REPORTING SYSTE~
REPORT 21 nATE ~F THIS REPORT IS
PPAIIS 1.1.A.1
PI GE 4
6/16/81
8Y ACTIVITIES DUE T'l START AFTER ~EPORT nATE THRU NF. Xl REPORT DATE.(06/1~/81-07/17/81)
N=Twl)~K TEST HORNS
EVEI>lT PLOT A("TIV. START !'HE DATE PE- TJ~E
PQf. SUC. ACTIVITY OES~QtPTION C(lOE TIME EX PEC TEO AlL('IW~!l SC\.lD/ACT. Sl4CI< S"IJRCE RE ".
52~-215 526-220 UPDATE REPORT TElESr1PE '1F.CH PAlIT S P 4.0 06/22181 05/06/81 -6.4 0 4.8
526-710 526-799 REC EI VE '1ECH P4HS <;""1 SENSOR P 4.0 06/22181 11/10/111 1C/.6 0 4.8
~34-415 534-420 UPDATE REPORT AFT OPTICS ""CH PA~TS P 4.0 06/221 P1 05/20/1'1 -4.4 0 4.8
535- 15 535- 20 UPOATE I1EPORT CALIBP IIHHl MECH PARTS P 4.0 06/22181 05nO/81 -4.4 0 4.8
53'5-115 535-120 UPDATE REPORT CHOPPE~ !1ECH PUTS P 4.0 06/22181 05/06/81 -6.4 0 4.8
535-220 535-299 RECEIVE !1ECH PA~TS GAO; C-iANNEl P 3.0 07/07/81 07/10/81 .6 0 5.8
535-320 535-399 RECEIVE "ECH QARTS R4DIO'1ETER P 3.0 07/07181 07/10/81 .6 0 5.8
52~-320 526-325 UPDATE REPORT Gr'l~Al "lEe'"! PARTS P 4.0 07114/ 11 1 11/03/1'1 1'; .6 0 7.8
ORG4N-
I Z4 nON
Z
9
Z
Z
Z
Z
'1
l
-0\
... • " •
~ASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER PPUS 1.1.A.l
01 PROJECT PLANNING ANALYSIS & REPORTING HSTE'1 PAGF. 1
RU"l 1 REPORT 12 r'ATE O~ TH!S REPORT IS 6/H>/~1
'lASTER SCHEDULE 01
"IE TliO~K TEST HORNS
EVENT HOT ACTIV. eO!'lPlETl!JN !)ATE !)HE llE- n..,e O~GAN-
P~E • SUC. ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION CODE TIME EYPECTED ALLOI/EIl SC4D/ACT. SUCK SClUIlCE RE ..,. I ZA TIOIll
526-200 526-205 PLACE PO TELESCOPE "ECH PAPTS I" 1t.0 Oltl17/ Rl 03/04/"1 -6.1t 0 -8.2 Z
526-300 526-305 PLACE PO GIMBAL "ECI-! PUTS I" It.o Olt117/81 QFl/07/ R1 15.6 0 -8.2 L
526-ItOO 526-It05 PLACE PO INTEG ~OW !'IECH PARTS P 1t.0 Oltf17181 03/0ltl81 -".It 0 -8.2 Z
~26-305 526-310 Ul>DATE REPORT GI"II11 MEC~ PARTS P 1t.0 05/15/81 O'l/Oltf 81 15.6 0 -It.2 L
526-405 526-ltlO UPDATE REPORT INTEG YOW '1ECH PAIlTS I" 1t.0 05/15/111 04/01/111 -6.1t 0 -4.2 Z
526-205 526-210 UPDATE REPORT TELESCOPE 'lFCH PARTS P 5.0 05/22/R1 Olt /OeIPl -6.4 0 -3.2 Z
526-310 526-315 UPDATE REPORT GI!'IIIAL MEe"! PUTS P 1t.0 06/l'i /81 10/05/81 15.6 0 -.2 L
526-410 526-ltl5 UPDATE REPORT INTEG YOW '1F.CH PARTS P 1t.0 061l'i/81 04129181 -6.1t 0 -.2 Z
526-210 526-215 UPDATE REPORT TELESCIJPE '1F.CH PARTS P 1t.0 0~/22/!!1 05106/81 -6.1t 0 .B Z
526-315 526-320 UPDATE REPORT GI!'I8AL "EC"! PARTS P 1t.0 07/llt/1\1 1110311\1 15.6 0 3.8 L
526-215 526-220 UPDATE REPORT TElE5C1 PF "ECH PARTS I" It.O 07/21/R1 06/041!'1 -6.4 0 4.8 Z
526-415 526-It99 RECIEVE MECH INTEG !>AIlTS P 5.0 07121/81 06/0ltf81 -6.1t 0 1t.8 Z
526-499 532- 0 REe MEeH PARTS TNTg HOW RESTRAINT 0.0 III '21181 n7 flO 1"1 -1.4 0 4.8
526-Itg9 534-600 REC MECH PARTS INTEG HOW PESTRAINT 0.0 07121181 06/0lt/81 -6.1t 0 1t.8
526-320 526-325 UPDATE REPORT GI'1SAl !'IEC", PARTS I" 1t.0 08/11/81 12103181 15.6 0 7.8 L
526-220 526-299 RECEIVE '1ECH PAIlTS TElES~"PE I" 5.0 08/25/81 07/10/81 -".It 0 9.8 Z
526-299 532- 5 RECEIVE MECH PAIlTS TELESCOPE RESTRAINT 0.0 08/25/81 07110181 -6.1t 0 9.8
526-299 532- 25 RECEIVE MECH PAIlTS TELE SCOP E RESTRAINT 0.0 08125181 081l81S1 -1.0 0 9.8
526-325 52b-399 RECEIVE ~ECH PARTS-GI~qAL I" 2.0 08/25/81 121171111 15.6 0 9.8 L
526-399 534-200 RECEIVE ~ECH PARTS-GI'1BAL RESTRAINT 0.0 08/25/81 l?117/Bl 15.6 0 9.8
520-400 520-It99E FM OELIVERY P 2.0 11118182 10/01/e2 10/01/Po2 -1,.4 0 71.8 X
'USA - L."lr,LEY RESEARCH CENTEII PPAIIS 1.1.A.l
PI/OJECT l>LA"lNING .NHYSIS & I!EPOIlTING SYSTE~ P& GE 2
~UN 1 REPORT 3 DATE OF THIS REPOIIT IS 6/16/81
9Y PA THS OF CRITICALITY
'l~TI/O~K TEST HORNS
~VE"lT "LOT ACT IV. CO"OU:TIQN DATC DATF RE- TIM" OItGAN-
O'IE. SUC. ACTIVITY OESCIIIPTION CODE TIME FXPECTED ALl'lWEn SCI-IO/ACT. SLACK SrJURCE IlEM. IHTION
~35-115 535-120 UPDATE REPORT CHOPPFR '" ECLt I' ART S P 4.0 07/21/81 06/04/81 -6.4 0 ".8 Z
~35-120 535-1QQ RECEIVE MECH l>ARTS CHOl>PEII P 5.0 Oel25/ A 1 07l10l Al -6.4 0 Q.8 Z
53';-lQ9 532- 5 RECEIVE '1ECH PAItTS C'lnl>l>EO IlE STPA PH (1.0 01'/25/A1 07/10/1>1 -'>.4 0 Q.8
532- 5 532- 10 MECH TELESCOPE ~ARIIFL ASSY P 1.0 OQ/01/81 07/1711'1 -".4 0 10.8 '(
532- 10 532- 15 ASSY P~I!'1AIlY '1IIU'l1l P 1.0 OQ/OQ/81 0"174/R1
-fl." 0 11.8 X
532- 15 532- 20 ASSY SECONDARY 'HRROR P 1.0 OQ/16/81 07/311111 -6.4 0 12.8 X
532- 20 532- 60 IlESTRUNT 0.0 OQ'116/81 0 7 /31/1>1 -6.4 0 12.8
532- 60 532- 65 ASSY RAOIOMETEIl P 2.0 OQ/30/81 08/11t181 -6.4 0 1".- X
~32- 65 532- 70 ALIGN UOIO'1ETER P 1.0 10/07/81 1'18/21181 -(-.4 0 15.8 X
534-610 53"-620 PRE ASSY CLEA"lING OF 2 "Ion ASSY COMP P ".0 OQ/OQ/P1 07/24/1>1 -",.4 0 U.8 X
534-620 53"-6Q9 PRE ASSY CLEANING OF :- MOD ASSY C0"11' I' ".0 10/07181 08/21/81 -6.4 0 15.8 X
532-140 532-145 THERMAL '3LANI(ET I NSHLL ATION I' ".0 061?5/82 05/11/1>2 -6.4 0 51.8 )(
532-145 532-150 PHP F'1 FOR OELTVElIy 0.0 06/25/1>2 05/11/1>2 -6.4 0 51.1'
53;>-150 532-700 RESTRAI"lT 0.0 061?5/A Z 0'; /1l/8~ -6.4 0 51.8
< 3~-700 532-799 FUNCTIONAL TE5T PESTIUINTP ".0 071U/1>.2 0"/OQH2 -'>.4 0 55.8 X
532- 79" 532-800 FM FUNCTIONAL TEST RESTRAINT 0.0 07/26/82 O'>/OQ/I'? -".4 0 55.8
532-800 532-805 FM CALIBRATION P 2.0 08/0Q/1>.2 06/23/82 -6.4 0 57.8 )(
~32-805 532-810 SINE+IIANOOM VIBR + C'lNC T 11: STS P 1.0 0"/16/1>.2 06/30/ a Z -6." 0 51'.", )(
532-FlI0 532-615 ENVIIl(1"lMENTAL + FUNCTInNAl TESTS P 3.0 09/07 /82 07l2218? -6.4 0 61.8 )(
532-815 532-820 PIlESSUH DECAY + Ft·'l~ TE~TS P 2.0 Oq/21/82 01>/05/82 -".4 0 63.8 )(
5'2-8Z') 532-825 EMf TEST P 1.0 09/71>./I>,Z OR 1121112 -6.4 0 64.8 )(
532-825 532-830 FINAL FUNC TEST P 3.0 10/20/ R 2 OQ/02l8' -6.4 0 67.8 l(
537-1130 532-835 FINAL CALI8R P 2.0 11/03/82 09/17/1>.2 -6.4 0 69.fl y
532-835 532-89Q F'1 ENVIRONMENTAL TEST C" PL 0.0 11/03/1>2 OQ/17/1>2 -6.4 0 69.8
532-eqQ 520-400 F"I ENVIIlON'1ENTAL TEST r ....L R~STRlINT 0.0 11/03/82 09/17/82 -6." 0 6Q.8
~20-400 520-"QQE F" DELIVERY P 2.0 11/11'/P2 10/0l/ a ? 10/01/e? -6.4 0 71.8 )(
532- 10 532- 35 RESTRAINT 0.0 OQ 1 01/81 07/24/P1 -5.4 0 10.8
532- 35 532- 50 RESTRAINT 0.0 OQ/Ol/l>.l 071241111 -'5." 0 10.8
532- 50 532- 70 ASSY CALIAR WYEEL P ".0 OQ/30/81 091211111 -5.4 0 14.8 X
532- 15 532- 55 RESTRAINT 0.0 OQ/t'Q/Sl 07131181 -5.4 0 11.8
532- 55 532- 70 Assi GAS CHANNEL MI:lOlJl", I' 3.0 OQ/30/81 08/211!'1 -5.4 0 lit .8 )(
»
'"'C
'"'C
/Tl
:z 000
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"T'l
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•
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• •
WEq'l MECH FAa
"
"l~~A
-
l H1Gl EY IlES;:&PCH CENTE~ I'PAIIS 1.1.A.1
1 PIlI1J ;;CT IOlA"INP1G A"IJ,LYSIS , REPOIlTINo; S\'STE~ 1', GE ,
1111" 1 "HOIlT Z2 'lAH 0' 11-11$ IlEPOIIT IS HlIIf 81
"'
ORGANIZATION, np~CTEtl DATb
." !>IIE 'lEeE '>SOR EVPlT SOl! 1ft)
"
SSNNNNN LISTED ., SSNNJ<NN
NET;j[)IlK TEST "fORNS
;:VENT i>l ot .l.CTIV. C!J~PlHI'l"! 'HT~ nH~ ,,- TI"Ir: :)1/(;"'1-
PilE. sue. ACTIVITY 1)£5I:'1I1I>rrrIN CCDE TI~r: O'PE(TEO At Lr:'IIE" ~C40/ACT• SLACK SOURCE liE!'!. IznTON
~l"-lOO 5lb-205 PLACE
"
TelESCOPE "IfCH ..,II TS • '.0 04/17/81 03/04 '''1 _",4 0 -8.2 1~?"-400 526-405 PLACE
"
INTEG HOW "EeH "AIlTS • '.0 04117181 03104/°1 -~ ... 0 -8.2 I534-400 531<-1,05 IOUCE PO/AFT lPTICS '1ECI-l oAI1:T$ • '.0 04/17/81 (l3IH/'I1 -4.4 0 -I!.Z I
535-
"
535- , PLACE
"
tUHR \/l-fHL "lOCH PAllT~ • '.0 OHI7I"! 0311U
Pl -4.4 0 -1'.2 I
~35-100 5H-I05 I'LACE
"
CHOPPEII "'fC "l PAHS • '.0 04117181 03/04/1>1 -6.4 0 -!l.2 Ic~5-200 535-205 PUCE
"
GAS CH 'lEC'" PAI>TS • '.0 fl4/17/ Al ()~/221°1 ., 0 -e.l I
'3~-300 ~35-305 PL ACE
"
~ADI'1f'1ETE~ "'~Cl< "ARTS • '.0 04/11/'!1 Q4/22fAl ., 0 -8.2 I~2"'-405 52&-410 U1>DATE I! EPOR T I'lT"G '-((JIoI "'''CI-l PAl1TS • '.0 I)~ 1l5/Pl O~ '01/01 -1>.4 0 -4.2
,
535-205 535-210 UPDATE REPORT
'"
C' "'FC -i PUTS • '.0 0511S,"1 D')/20/ Pl ., 0 -4.2 I535-305 535-310 u"o.tn liE PORT Ul'lI0'1 n"l1 "FC'" PUTS • '.0 O~I1~fl':1 OS'20/~1 ., 0 -4.2 15'6-205 52&-210 UPOATE REPOIlT TEtES':1 H '1ECH PAPn • '.0 /'15122'"1 04/0e/Pl _" .4 0 -3.2 I534-405 534-410 lilOOATE REPORT
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